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Digital disruption impacts Belgian industry
and the postal sector
Consumer behavior is drastically changing
Belgian consumers are fully mobile & digital
 84% are active on internet
 72% use mobile internet
 60% own a smartphone, 77% a laptop & 34% a tablet

New generations are alien to traditional post





60% use social media
48% use Messenger
34% use mobile banking
2-3% of communication time attributed to print (age 16-34)
10% of communication time attributed to print (age 65+)

E-commerce is the new norm & still booming
 17% of amount spent on retail, spent online in 2017
 E-commerce represented ~10 bio € in 2017
 E-commerce growth rate: +13,4% in 2016

Sources: BeCommerce, statista, Comeos, Google barometer
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Result of this change :
the letter mail volume is declining…
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In 2016, a Belgian citizen received on
average less than one letter a day
0,59 letter per inhabitant a day
including advertising mail
0,42 letter per inhabitant a day
excluding advertising mail

5%
2016

e-Government
“Both citizens and businesses need to be
able to conduct all communication
with the government digitally by
2020 and to be able to do so using a
user-friendly channel.”

-5,3% 3Q17
-7% transactional mail
SOURCE: BIPT

5%
2010

Digital Belgium – Action Plan
Digital Agenda A. De Croo
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This trend of competition coming from
e-substitution and other media is expected to continue
Outlook

Social mail1

Growth in number of households should result in an
increase of the level of social mail.
Digitalization has negative impact on social
mail.

Transactional High potential of electronic substitution in
corporate cost optimization.
mail2

Direct mail3

Publications4

Digital marketing becoming more important
resulting in a decrease of direct mail volumes as
competition comes from other media channels
Digitalization of newspapers, magazines …
increasingly influencing volume of physical
publications

1 Correspondence sent between individuals & private & public institutions
2 Correspondence sent between private public institutions & between institutions & individuals
3 Addressed advertising mail
4 Newspapers, magazines, newsletters, etc.
SOURCE: EIU, Statista, Magna Global, Analysis Mason, Forrester, Emarketer, McKinsey
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At the same time, e-commerce growth results in fast
growing parcels volumes…

Domestic parcels
+32,8% in 3Q17

+ 94,8% since 2010
+14,1% in 2016
15,3 parcels per inhabitant in 2016
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… in highly competitive & innovative environment

Revenue share per provider, 2015
(Total value ~ 1bio €)

Others

Source: datamonitor
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From a customer’s perspective, high quality is rather related to
certainty of delivery, than to speed of delivery
Studies on Belgian postal users 'needs
Users prefer day certain delivery
 Certainty is more important than speed
Proximity & accessibility are very important
 Preference for postal agencies with more flexible opening hours
Access point not too far from home or in strategic locations

Not much interest for stamp price because rarely used
They want a delivery at home (no community boxes)
Parcels delivery is becoming more essential than letters delivery

A lower frequency of delivery for regular letter post is acceptable to most
respondents as long as this is associated with the option of a D+1 premium
service.
BIPT study on postal users 'needs

Sources: BIPT, bpost studies on consumers preferences. 2016.
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Universal Service regulation in Belgium,
before adoption of the new postal law (2018)

Scope
Quality
Pricing

Competition
Cost
Financing

Duration

▪ Collect, sort, transport, distribute letters (< 2kg), parcels (< 10kg BE or < 20kg EU inb.)
▪ At least 1 access point/municipality
▪ Collect & deliver 5x/week on full territory
▪ 5 USO pricing constraints :
• Non-discrimination, Transparency, Cost orientation, Price uniformity (no zonal pricing),
Affordability
• Ex ante control for Small User Basket products (with price cap testing affordability)
• Ex post control for all other USO products & services
▪ Provide adequate information on USO
▪ Quality obligation
▪ Allow competitors access to certain services & infrastructure

▪ Operational licensing conditions for USO letter:
• Cover 80% of the territory within 5 years
• Deliver 2x/week within 2 years
• Uniform pricing per client
▪ Social level playing field for letter mail: contractual workers
▪ State compensation if burden of providing USO exceeds 3% of USO turnover
▪ Strict cost allocation rules (+ principles for calculation of net cost of USO)
▪ bpost designated

by law as USO provider until end of 2018

See Law of 1991 + Implementing Royal Decrees
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2018 : a new postal law enters into force

“Postal services licence – obstacles blocking access
to the Belgian postal market will be removed.
Access to the Belgian postal market will be made simpler.
The Minister’s council approved a new postal services
bill on Friday, which will remove some legislative
hurdles.”
The Brussels Times, July 15, 2017

The government said : “if the
decrease in mail volume (which is
5% per year and will accelerate) is
too great, mail delivery will no
longer be profitable. It should
therefore make the passage of the
postmen more flexible. We can
imagine that tomorrow, the
postman will only deliver three
days a week but everywhere in
Belgium.”

G.Vanden Burre, Ecolo, Jan. 2018

“The postman will continue to go
everywhere, five times a week”
La Libre Belgique, Jan. 18, 2018

Postal law : http://www.lachambre.be/FLWB/PDF/54/2694/54K2694016.pdf

“The main objectives of the bill are:
- to create a transparent, stable and predictable
framework for all actors in the sector,
- to respond to the objections of the European
Commission against the licensing conditions for
postal operators, and
- to ensure the continuity of the universal postal
service while providing the flexibility necessary to
adapt the latter, to the extent necessary to the
evolution of user needs.
In addition, the bill introduces mechanisms to avoid
universal service becoming dependent for
State funding, in a context where each household
spends less than 2€ per month in postal
expenses and where the digitization is the true
competitor of the postal industry. The future
challenge is our ability to maintain a leading position
in the e-commerce industry and ensure the
sustainability of the universal service.
For the moment, there is no question of a reduction
universal service obligations.”
Minister A. De Croo, Nov. 16, 2017
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Key changes included in new Postal law

Further encouragement of competition

Adjustment of pricing mechanism

Other provisions to ensure USO sustainability
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The new postal law encourages further competition
and defines a new price cap mechanism

Operational licensing
conditions (OLC)

Social level playing
field

Adjustment of pricing
mechanism

In line with EC order,
the law removes
operational licensing
conditions :
▪ cover 80% of
territory within 5
years
▪ deliver mail twice
a week within 2
years
▪ offer uniform
pricing per client
across the covered
territory

Current Social level
playing field is
unchanged :
all employees in
collecting, sorting
& distribution of
letter mail to
remain under
employment
contract

New predictable
price formula to
control USO
tariffs balancing
proportionally
burden of mail
volume decline
between
consumers, bpost
& its shareholders
(incl. the State)
and aiming at
preserving USO
sustainability
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The new postal law also adapts USO regulation
in order to ensure its sustainability in the coming years

USP
designation

▪ bpost directly designated by law as USP until end 2023.
▪ Separate Management Contract setting forth all key USO provisions.

▪ Regulatory toolbox to lighten USO obligations (USO scope, quality,
USO scope
and
obligations

USO
net cost

▪

frequency, ...) :
– to avoid State financing of USO burden.
– to ensure it remains in line with postal user needs.
State will finance the USO burden (if any) only if it does not alleviate USO
obligations.

▪ Net cost of USO is calculated by USP and verified by BIPT, in accordance
with NAC method on yearly basis.

▪ BIPT to brief State on evolution of USO net cost.
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Lessons learned from recent political discussions
on new postal law

Ubiquity

Sustainability
of USO

Social
conditions

Accessibility

Ubiquity is a must: all citizens must have access
to same level of service wherever they live.

Sustainability of USO is very important.
Willingness to avoid compensation by the
State & the taxpayer.

Social conditions for postal workers are of
paramount importance.

Accessibility has to be guaranteed.
There should be sufficient number of access points.
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Before adapting postal regulation,
first step should be the definition of the objectives
Objectives of postal regulation were set in early 90s

Facilitate communication & trade, promote social inclusion of all EU citizens

 But e-substitution is now a reality
Digital communication becomes the new norm
 Increasing importance of e-commerce in economy

Postal services will continue to facilitate trade across EU

WHY?
Why do we need a postal regulation and a [directive] ?
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Then, & only then, the “WHAT” & the “HOW” needed to
achieve those objectives can be defined
Too much or inappropriate regulation can be destructive
What is the right scope ?
Parcels ? Letters ? Press ? …

WHAT?

What are the obligations ?
Delivery frequency ? Territorial coverage ? Affordability ?
Cost orientation ? …
What are the national specificities ?
Market maturity & needs strongly differ from country to country
Room for subsidiarity ?
How to better regulate, if needed ?
Regulation ? Directive ? Nothing ? …

HOW?

Regulation should be future-proof and promote innovation.
It should only be a last resort option in case of market failure.
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The new paradigm : sustainability of the USO
combined with meeting the evolving customer needs

Existing delivery model will no longer meet profitability requirements
& expectations from customers

Customers’ preferences evolve (price sensitivity,
delivery time, place, rerouting & tracking)

Lower frequency of delivery is acceptable combined
with the option of a D + 1 premium delivery service

Flying drones, driving autonomous delivery boxes,
semi-autonomous parcels delivery & autonomous
driving vehicles will be used in the new delivery

Operators are reviewing
their last mile delivery
model

• XY delivery model
• Bow tie delivery model
• Flower delivery model

USO needs to evolve :
flexibility (scope, quality, frequency, …) and pricing are crucial
instruments to guarantee USO financial viability.
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Future
USO in EU
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